
INSIGHT 
PHASE

I have learned something.
How do I interpret it?



USEFUL TIPS

Synthesize research output into non - 
obvious aha’s that emerge by connecting 
two seemingly different data points from 
research.

Savour Surprises: dig deeper into surprises 
and understand why customers felt or 
behaved in a way that surprised you.

Look for patterns and let it lead you to 
insights. Don’t sweat the details; trust your 
gut!

Fall in love with (customer’s) problem, not 
with (your) solution.



JOURNEY
LINE

Discover Insight Dream Disrupt

Visual approach to depicting a customers 
sequence of events against an axis of 

customer emotion.



HOW TO USE
Start by capturing key moments on 
Post-Its. Keep to 1 key moment per 
Post-It.

Draw a straight line on a whiteboard. The 
top being for positive moments and the 
bottom for negative.

Place the Post-Its on each side of the line 
whether positive or negative. 

Next reposition the Post-Its on each 
side basis the magnitude of emotion 
experienced.



PRE-MORTEM

Discover Insight Dream Disrupt

Use prospective hindsight to identify 
potential risks. By making it safe to speak 
up about possible risks, you can improve a 

project’s chances of success.



HOW TO USE
Introduce the exercise as a way to forecast 
possible risks.

Brainstorm all reasons your project or 
company could fail Eg: Negative turn of 
events, warning signs you ignored etc.

Identify risks and opportunities you hadn't 
considered before. 

Come up with plans for preventing the 
disasters and seizing the opportunities for 
success.



Discover Insight Dream Disrupt

A graphical representation of the 
customer’s environment, systems they use 
and the relationships that influence their 

behaviour and decisions.

ECOSYSTEM
MAP



HOW TO USE
Identify the key players in the ecosystem 
: the resource providers, allies, 
stakeholders, opponents, influential 
bystanders etc.

Identify the environmental factors: 
policies, processes, structures, 
infrastructure, norms, culture etc.

Visually depict the interconnectedness and 
interdependencies between stakeholders 
in the system.

Devote time to reflect & discuss to draw 
key inferences & insights.



Discover Insight Dream Disrupt

A system thinking tool that helps you go 
beyond surface level understanding and get 

to the deep rooted causes underlying it.

ICEBERG
MODEL



HOW TO USE

PATTERNS/TRENDS

MENTAL MODES

What’s been happening?
What’s been changing?

STRUCTURES

What has influenced these patterns?
What are the relationship between parts?

What are the rules, norms, cultures, 
values and policies

EVENTS

What just happened?

What assumptions, beliefs 
and values do people 

hold about the system? 
What beliefs keep 

the system in 
place?



Discover Insight Dream Disrupt

A tool that gathers large amounts of data 
(pain points, opinions, issues, ideas) and 

organizes them into groups or themes based 
on their natural relationships.

AFFINITY
MAPPING



HOW TO USE
Write individual post-its with images 
and notes, in order to create a wall of 
information.

Then start grouping similar post-its and 
label the groups of similar post-its.

Draw connections between these 
individual elements to join the dots and 
develop new and deeper insights.

The connections & insights will help define 
the problem(s) and develop potential ideas 
for solutions..



Discover Insight Dream Disrupt

Overturn conventional wisdom to discover 
new possibilities. Trains your thinking to 

look at problems in fresh, unexpected ways 
to open up new solution spaces.

[RE]FRAMING



HOW TO USE
Identify & formulate a strongly held 
limiting belief (a sacred cow, an obstacle, 
etc.)

Identify supporting beliefs to this existing 
core belief. Pick 4 that are intriguings.

Now Flip each of the supporting beliefs 
(start with more than 4). Start with the 
grammatical opposites and then play with 
words for extreme variations.

Based on the new flipped supporting 
beliefs, formulate a new and [re]framed 
core belief. Imagine a world where all the 
flipped supporting beliefs are true.



Discover Insight Dream Disrupt

A go-to tool that can help you empathise 
with customers, synthesise your 

observations from the research phase and, 
draw out unexpected insights about your 

customer’s needs.

EMPATHY
MAP



HOW TO USE

SAY

DO

THINK

FEEL

What the user said

What the user did
actual behaviour

What the user 
was thinking
your interpretation

How the user felt
your interpretation



Discover Insight Dream Disrupt

It is a description of the problem written 
from the customers point of view, this 

statement helps identify & articulate the 
right problem to solve in a meaningful way.

PROBLEM
STATEMENT



HOW TO USE

I AM

I’M TRYING TO

Who (list 3 
characteristics)

Outcome or Job

BUT Problem or Barrier

BECAUSE Root Cause

WHICH MAKES
ME FEEL

Emotion



Discover Insight Dream Disrupt

Framing the challenge creatively in the 
form of a question helps you move from 

conclusions or challenges to new ideas and 
possibilities.

HOW MIGHT WE



HOW TO USE
Formulate a question based on your 
insights, begin the question with ‘How 
Might We’

Try several versions to find the right 
level of tension or paradox to stimulate 
creativity..

Take an unreasonable stance to stimulate 
radical innovation, not incremental 
innovations.

Don’t boil the ocean, don’t boil the egg - 
ensure its not too abstract or too concrete.

Don’t include the solution into the creative 
question.



Discover Insight Dream Disrupt

Defining your why your customer would 
choose you over your competition. 

Articulating how would you measure your 
solution(s) against it.

CUSTOMER
BENEFITS



HOW TO USE
Note down what matters most to 
customers when choosing a solution. What 
would benefit them and improve their 
lives?

Define the quantifiable metrics basis the 
benefits.

You may have multiple customer benefits, 
but focus on the key benefits that matter 
the most to the customer.

Match with the original problem and 
customers needs to see if it is line with the 
articulated problem.


